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BCG Attorney Search Identifies Trends in Long-Term 
Demand for Attorneys at Top Law Firms                  

February 1, 2006        

Pasadena, Calif., — BCG Attorney Search, the country’s largest legal search firm 
dedicated to placing attorneys in law firms, has released a statistical report tracking the 
changes in demand for attorneys at America’s top law firms. By monitoring the vacancies 
at the country’s largest, most prestigious firms throughout the year, BCG Attorney 
Search analyzed two sets of data, comparing the number of vacancies at top law firms 
between January 31, 2005, and January 31, 2006, as well as between December 2005 
and January 2006.

The results point to significant changes in demand for country’s top-qualified attorneys 
during the one-year span. Several practice areas have experienced a dramatic increase 
in the number of vacancies compared to the beginning of 2005. Demand for antitrust 
and trade regulation, intellectual property, white-collar crime, and telecommunications 
attorneys has shot up significantly in that period. On the other hand, vacancies in the 
Internet/e-commerce sector have decreased considerably, indicating that despite the 
resurgence of e-commerce business in the last year, there has not been enough activity 
to influence the downward shift.

The reported changes are indicative of the sustained trends in employment demand at 
the country’s most prestigious law firms. Managing Director of BCG Attorney Search, 
A. Harrison Barnes, noted the repeated indications toward the increase in demand for 
antitrust and trade regulation and intellectual property attorneys: “We have been tracking 
the changes in demand for attorneys for a while now, and the difference over the long 
term points in one direction: Top law firms cannot get enough trade regulation and IP 
attorneys. The market for them has improved dramatically compared to the last year.”

When comparing the changes in the demand for attorneys over a much shorter period, 
however, as was done when January 2006 figures were juxtaposed with those of 
December 2005, a different picture emerges. There was no change in the number of 
vacancies for antitrust and trade regulation attorneys, and the rate of increase for those 
practicing intellectual property law has decreased somewhat, even though there is still 
a healthy increase in the change in absolute numbers. “The million-dollar question in 
the legal industry right now is, ‘Will the hot market for trade regulation and IP attorneys 
continue or subside?’” said Barnes. “Industry analysts are watching the trend carefully, 
and it remains to be seen which way the market will go.”

Other notable changes from a month ago point to fairly sizable increases in demand for 
attorneys practicing energy, ERISA/employee benefits, insurance, and real estate law.
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Practice Areas  Change in the Number of Created Jobs from January 31, 2005
                                 to January 31, 2006

Antitrust and Trade Regulation       +110%
Bankruptcy          +9.1%
Construction          +33.3%
Corporate          +58.6%
Employment          +22.7%
Energy          +40%
Environmental         +22.2%
ERISA/Employee Benefits        +58.3%
Government          +15%
Health Care          +11.1%
Immigration          no change
Insurance          +41%
Intellectual Property - Litigation       +91.7%
Intellectual Property - Patent       +13.6%
Intellectual Property - Trademark/Copyright     +300%
Intellectual Property - Other       +60%
Internet/E-Commerce        -50%
Litigation          -8.5%
Real Estate          +36.8%
Tax           +88.9%
Telecommunications         +100%
Trust and Estates         +56%
White-Collar Crime         +100%
Other           -28.6%
Overall Change         +30.1%

Practice Areas  Change in the Number of Created Jobs from December 2005  
                                 to January 2006

Antitrust and Trade Regulation       no change
Bankruptcy          50%
Construction          +20%
Corporate          +81.1%
Employment          +50%
Energy          +200%
Environmental         +83.3%
ERISA/Employee Benefits        +111.1%
Government          +66.7%
Health Care          no change
Immigration          no change
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Insurance          +150%
Intellectual Property - Litigation       +27.8%
Intellectual Property - Patent       +52%
Intellectual Property - Trademark/Copyright     +50%
Intellectual Property - Other       +13%
Internet/E-Commerce        no change
Litigation          +64.4%
Real Estate          +151.4%
Tax           +41.67%
Trust and Estates         +83.3%
White-Collar Crime         +100%
Other           +66.7%
Overall Change         +25.8%

BCG Attorney Search is the largest national legal recruiting firm dedicated to placing 
attorneys in law firms. It’s headquartered in Pasadena, CA, with offices in Atlanta, 
Boston, Century City, Charlotte, Chicago, Denver, Houston, Miami, New York, Newport 
Beach, Palo Alto, and Washington, DC.
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